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MULTI-CORE PROCESSORS 

Single core to Multi-core architectures – SIMD and MIMD systems – Interconnection networks 

– Symmetric and Distributed Shared Memory Architectures – Cache coherence – Performance 

Issues – Parallel program design 

UNIT-I / PART-A 

1.  What is multicore? 

A multi-core processor is a single computing component with two or more independent 

actual central processing units called "cores", which are the units that read and 

execute program instructions 

 A multi-core design in which a single physical processor contains the core logic of 

more than one processor. 

 Goal- enables a system to run more task simultaneously achieving greater overall 

performance. 

2.  Why multi-core? 

 Difficult to make single-core clock frequencies even higher  

 Deeply pipelined circuits: 

o heat problems 

o speed of light problems 

o difficult design and verification 

o large design teams necessary 

o server farms need expensive air-conditioning 

 Many new applications are multithreaded  

3.  What is symmetric shared memory? 

Symmetric shared-memory machines usually support the caching of both shared and 

private data. 

4.  What is private data and shared data? 

Private data are used by a single processor, while shared data are used by multiple 

processors, essentially providing communication among the processors through reads 

and writes of the shared data. 

5.  What happens when a private and shared item is cached? 

When a private item is cached, its location is migrated to the cache, reducing the average 

access time as well as the memory bandwidth required. Since no other processor uses the 

data, the program behaviour is identical to that in a uniprocessor. 

6.  What is meant by coherence? 

Informally, we could say that a memory system is coherent if any read of a data item 

returns the most recently written value of that data item. This aspect, is called coherence, 

which defines what values can be returned by a read. 

7.  In what way is multicore processor superior to single core processor? 

On single core processor multithreading can only be used to hide latency. 

8.  What is cache coherence? 

When shared data are cached, the shared value may be replicated in multiple caches. In addition 

to the reduction in access latency and required memory bandwidth, this replication also provides 

a reduction in contention that may exist for shared data items that are being read by multiple 

processors simultaneously. Caching of shared data, however, introduces a new problem. This 

problem is called as cache coherence. 
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9.  What Is Multiprocessor Cache Coherence?  

Unfortunately, caching shared data introduces a new problem because the view of 

memory held by two different processors is through their individual caches, which, 

without any additional precautions, could end up seeing two different values. Two 

different processors can have two different values for the same location. This difficulty is 

generally referred to as the cache coherence problem. 

10.  What are the advantages of having a distributed memory? 

 Distributing the memory among the nodes has two major benefits. First, it is a cost-

effective way to scale the memory bandwidth if most of the accesses are to the local 

memory in the node. Second, it reduces the latency for accesses to the local memory. 

11.   What is the disadvantage of having a distributed memory? 

The key disadvantages for distributed memory architecture are that communicating data 

between processors becomes somewhat more complex, and that it requires more effort in 

the software to take advantage of the increased memory bandwidth afforded by 

distributed memories. 

12.  List the overall cache performance attributes. 

The overall cache performance is a combination of the behaviour of uniprocessor cache 

miss traffic and the traffic caused by communication, which results in invalidations and 

subsequent cache misses 

13.  Define the terms latency and throughput. 

Latency is the time a task takes from the moment it is placed in the buffer until the server 

finishes the task. Throughput  is average number of tasks completed by the server over a 

time period. 

14.  What are the advantages of multicore processor? 

 Increased responsiveness and worker productivity. 

 Improved performance in parallel environments when running computations 

on multiple processors. 

15.  Define efficiency. 

The value, S/p, is sometimes called the efficiency of the parallel program. If we substitute 

the formula for S, we see that the efficiency is 

 
16.  What is multicore processor and what are the application areas of multicore 

processors? Or Write the benefits of multi core architecture. 

A multicore design takes several processor cores and packages them as a single 

processor. The goal is to enable system to run more tasks simultaneously and 

thereby achieve greater overall system performance. Applications areas of 

Multicore processor are 

 Machine vision 

 CAD systems 

 CNC machines 

 Automated test systems and 

 Motion control. 
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17.  Differentiate SISD and SIMD. 

A classical von Neumann system is therefore a single instruction stream, single data 

stream, or SISD system,since it executes a single instruction at a time and it can fetch or 

store one item of data at a time. 

Single instruction, multiple data, or SIMD, systems are parallel systems. As the name 

suggests, SIMD systems operate on multiple data streams by applying the same 

instruction to multiple data items, so an abstract SIMD system can be thought of as 

having a single control unit and multiple ALUs. An instruction is broadcast from the 

control unit to the ALUs, and each ALU either applies the instruction to thecurrent data 

item, or it is idle. 

18.  Differentiate shared and switched media. 

A shared medium allows only one message at a time to be sent .Processors broadcast 

their messages over the medium.Each processor “listens” to every message and receives 

the ones for which it is the destination. Ethernet is a well-known example of a shared 

medium. 

In contrast, switched interconnection media support point-to-point messages among 

pairs of processors. Each processor has its own communication path to the switch. 

Switches have two important advantages over shared media. They support the 

concurrent transmission of multiple messages among different pairs of processors, and 

they support the scaling of the interconnection network to accommodate greater numbers 

of processors. 

19.  Define a switch network. 

A switch network can be represented by a graph in which nodes represent processors and 

switches and edges represent communication paths. Each processor is connected to one 

switch. Switches connect processors and/or other switches.In a direct topology the ratio 

of switch nodes to processor nodes is 1 : 1. Every switch node is connected to one 

processor node and one or more other switch nodes. In an indirect topology the ratio of 

switch nodes to processor nodes is greater than 1 : 1. Some of the switches simply connect 

other switches. 

20.  What is a bisection width/ bisection bandwidth. 

Networks are often evaluated by examining the bisection width or the bisection 

bandwidth of the network. These give measures of how much simultaneous 

communication the network can support. 

21.  What are MIMD systems? 

Multiple instruction, multiple data, or MIMD, systems support multiple simultaneous 

instruction streams operating on multiple data streams. Thus, MIMD systemstypically 

consist of a collection of fully independent processing units or cores, each of which has its 

own control unit and its own ALU. Furthermore, unlike SIMD systems,MIMD systems 

are usually asynchronous, that is, the processors can operate at their own pace. In many 

MIMD systems there is no global clock, and there may be no relation between the system 

times on two different processors. In fact, unless the programmer imposes some 

synchronization, even if the processors are executing exactly the same sequence of 

instructions, at any given instant they may be executing different statements. 
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22.  Define clusters. 

The most widely available distributed-memory systems are called clusters. They are 

composed of a collection of commodity systems—for example, PCs—connected by a 

commodity interconnection network—for example, Ethernet. In fact, the nodes of these 

systems, the individual computational units joined together by the communication 

network, are usually shared-memory systems with one or more multicore processors. To 

distinguish such systems from pure distributed-memory systems, they are sometimes 

called hybrid systems.  

23.  What are the two shared memory interconnect networks? 

The two most widely used interconnects on shared-memory systems are buses and 

crossbars. Bus is a collection of parallel communication wires together with some 

hardware that controls access to the bus. As the size of shared-memory systems increases, 

buses are rapidly being replaced by switched  interconnects. A Crossbar is a switched 

interconnect that uses switches to control the routing of data among the connected 

devices.  

24.  Differentiate buses and crossbars. 

Buses Crossbars 

Bus is a collection of parallel communication 

wires together with some hardware that 

controls access to the bus. 

A Crossbar is a switched interconnect 

that uses switches to control the routing 

of data among the connected devices. 

The key characteristic of a bus is that the 

communication wires are shared by the 

devices that are connected to it. 

Crossbars allow simultaneous 

communication among different devices, 

so they are much faster than buses.  

Buses have the virtue of low cost and 

flexibility; multiple devices can be connected 

to a bus with little additional cost. 

The cost of the switches and links is 

relatively high.  

 

25.  What are the two groups of distributed interconnect networks? 

Distributed-memory interconnects are often divided into two groups: direct interconnects 

and indirect interconnects. In a direct interconnect each switch is directly connected to a 

processor-memory pair, and the switches are connected to each other. Indirect 

interconnects provide an alternative to direct interconnects. In an indirect interconnect, 

the switches may not be directly connected to a processor. They are often shown with 

unidirectional links and a collection of processors, each of which has an outgoing and an 

incoming link, and a switching network. 

26.  What are the approaches to insure cache coherence? 

There are two main approaches to insuring cache coherence: snooping cache coherence 

and directory-based cache coherence. The idea behind snooping comes from bus-based 

systems: When the cores share a bus, any signal transmitted on the bus can be “seen” by 

all the cores connected to the bus. However, snooping cache coherence is clearly a 

problem since a broadcast across the interconnect will be very slow relative to the speed 

of accessing local memory. Directory-based cache coherence protocols attempt to solve 

this problem through the use of a data structure called a directory. The directory stores 

the status of each cache line. Typically, this data structure is distributed. 
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27.  Define speedup.  

Assume we run our program with p cores, one thread or process on each core, then our 

parallel program will run p times faster than the serial program. If we call the serial run-

time Tserial and our parallel run-time Tparallel, then Tparallel =Tserial /p. When this happens, 

we say that our parallel program 

has linear speedup. 

Therefore speedup of a parallel program is given by 

S=Tserial / Tparallel 

then linear speedup has S = p, which is unusual. Furthermore, as p increases, we expect S 

to become a smaller and smaller fraction of the ideal, linear speedup p. 

28.  State Amdahl’s law. 

Amdahl’s law states that in parallelization, if P is the proportion of a system or program 

that can be made parallel, and 1-P is the proportion that remains serial, then the 

maximum speedup that can be achieved using N number of processors is 1/((1-

P)+(P/N).  

 If N tends to infinity then the maximum speedup tends to 1/(1-P).  

 Speedup is limited by the total time needed for the sequential (serial) part of the 

program. For 10 hours of computing, if we can parallelize 9 hours of computing 

and 1 hour cannot be parallelized, then our maximum speedup is limited to 10x. 

29.  List the steps in designing a parallel program. 

 Partitioning- Divide the computation to be performed and the data operated on by 

the computation into small tasks. The focus here should be on identifying tasks 

that can be executed in parallel. 

 Communication- Determine what communication needs to be carried out among the 

tasks identified in the previous step. 

 Agglomeration or aggregation-Combine tasks and communications identified in the 

first step into larger tasks. For example, if task A must be executed before task B 

can be executed, it may make sense to aggregate them into a single composite task. 

 Mapping- Assign the composite tasks identified in the previous step to 

processes/threads. This should be done so that communication is minimized, and 

each process/thread gets roughly the same amount of work. 

30.  Define scalability. 

Suppose we run a parallel program with a fixed number of processes/threads and a fixed 

input size, and we obtain an efficiency E. Suppose we now increase the number of 

processes/threads that are used by the program. If we can find a corresponding rate of 

increase in the problem size so that the program always has efficiency E, then the 

program is scalable. 

As an example, suppose that Tserial= n, where the units of Tserial are in microseconds,and n 

is also the problem size. Also suppose that Tparallel =n/p+1. 

 
A program is strongly scalable, if the problem size can remain fixed, and it’s weakly 

scalable if the problem size needs to be increased at the same rate as the number of 

processes/threads. 
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UNIT-I / PART-B 

1.  Explain Flynn’s taxonomy in detail. 

2.  State Amdahl’s law. Brief about its limitations and explain the Amdahl effect. 

3.  Compare single core, multi-processor, and multi-core architectures. 

4.  Briefly describe SIMD and MIMD systems. 

5.  Explain in detail about Symmetric Shared-Memory Architectures.  

6.  Explain in detail about cache coherence. 

7.  Explain distributed shared memory architecture with suitable diagrams. 

8.  Describe the implementation of directory-based cache coherence protocol. 

9.  Describe the various cache coherence protocols in symmetric shared memory 

multiprocessor. 

10.  Briefly explain various I/O performance measures. 

11.  What do you mean by snooping protocol? Explain how it is used to maintain the 

coherence. 

12.  Explain in detail the steps in designing a parallel program. 

13.  Explain the types of interconnect networks with suitable diagrams. 

14.  Describe UMA and NUMA systems in detail with necessary diagrams. 

15.  Explain in detail the performance parameters based on which parallel programs are 

evaluated. 

  

PARALLEL PROGRAM CHALLENGES 

Performance – Scalability – Synchronization and data sharing – Data races –

Synchronization primitives (mutexes, locks, semaphores, barriers) – deadlocks and livelocks – 

communication between threads (condition variables, signals, message queues and pipes). 

UNIT-II / PART-A 

1.  What are two common metrics for performance? 

Items per unit time 

        It places the emphasis on the ability of the system to complete tasks rather than on 

the duration of each individual task. i.e. Throughput. 

Example: The SPEC Java Application Server benchmark (SPEC jAppServer1) final results 

are reported as transactions per second 

Time per item 

        This is a measure of the time to complete a single task. i.e. Response time. 

Example of a latency-driven benchmark:  The SPEC CPU benchmark suite, which has a 

speed metric as well as a rate metric. 

2.  What is the quality of service (QoS) metrics? 

The QoS metric will specify the expectations of the users of the system as well as penalties if the 

system fails to meet these expectations. 

Example: (alternative metrics other than throughput / response time) 

Number of transactions of latency greater than some threshold. 

The amount of time that the system is unavailable, typically called downtime or availability. 
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3.  How to define the critical metrics and their expectations early in the design? 

 Clearly specified requirements. 

 Knowing what metrics are expected. 

 Knowing what the inputs to the system 

4.  What is Algorithmic complexity? 

Algorithmic complexity is a measure of how much computation a program will perform 

when using a particular algorithm. 

Examples of Algorithmic Complexity 

 To write a program that sums the first N numbers 

 Input value N, the code will take N trips around the loop and do N additions. 

 The time it would take to complete this calculation is some cost per addition, k, 

multiplied by the number of additions, N. So, the time would be k ∗ N. 

 Algorithmic Complexity: O(N) 

5.  Define Data Races. 

Data races are the most common programming error found in parallel code.  A data race 

occurs when multiple threads use the same data item and one or more of those threads 

are updating it. 

void update (int * a) { *a = *a + 4; } 

Two Threads Updating the Same Variable Value of variable a = 10,  Value of variable a = 

14 

Thread 1 Thread 2 

ld [%o0], %o1 // Load %o1 = 10 ld [%o0], %o1 // Load %o1 = 10 

add %01, 4, %o1 // Add %o1 = 14 add %01, 4, %o1 // Add %o1 = 14 

st %o1, [%o0] // Store %o1 st %o1, [%o0] // Store %o1 
 

6.  Define Scalability. 

  It is the challenge of making efficient use of a larger number of threads when software is 

running on more-capable systems.  

7.  What are the Tools to Detect Data Races? 

Helgrind tool is part of the Valgrind1 suite 

Thread Analyzer in Oracle Solaris Studio. 

8.  How to avoid data races? 

To avoid data races,  

o only one thread can update the variable at a time.  

o Provide a synchronization lock around all accesses to that variable and ensure that 

before referencing the variable, the thread must acquire the lock. 

eg:  mutex lock 

9.  Define Critical Section. 

The region of code between the acquisition and release of a mutex lock is called a critical section, 

or critical region. Code in this region will be executed by only one thread at a time 

10.  Define contended mutex. 

If multiple threads are attempting to acquire the same mutex at the same time, then only 

one thread will succeed, and the other threads will have to wait. This situation is known 

as a contended mutex. 
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11.  Define Synchronization. 

Synchronization is used to coordinate the activity of multiple threads. There are various 

situations where it is necessary; this might be to ensure that shared resources are not 

accessed by multiple threads simultaneously or that all work on those resources is 

complete before new work starts. 

12.  Define mutex lock. 

It is the simplest form of synchronization. Only one thread at a time can acquire a mutex 

lock, so they can be placed around a data structure to ensure that the data structure is 

modified by only one thread at a time. 

Example: 

int counter;  

mutex_lock mutex;  

void Increment() {  

acquire( &mutex );  

counter++;  

release( &mutex ); }  

void Decrement() { 

 acquire( &mutex );  

counter--;  

release( &mutex ); } 

13.  Give an example for a critical section. 

Imagine that an operating system does not have an implementation of malloc() that is 

thread-safe, or safe for multiple threads to call at the same time.  

To fix this is to place the call to malloc() in a critical section by surrounding it with a 

mutex lock 

void * threadSafeMalloc( size_t size )  

{ acquire( &mallocMutex ); 

 void * memory = malloc( size );  

release( &mallocMutex );  

return memory; } 

If malloc() are replaced with the threadSafeMalloc() call, then only one thread at a time 

can be in the original malloc() code, and the calls to malloc() become thread-safe 

14.  Drawbacks of using threadSafeMalloc() instead of malloc(). 

This approach can serialize a program.  

If multiple threads simultaneously call threadSafeMalloc(), only one thread at a time will 

make progress.  This causes the multithreaded program to have only a single executing 

thread, which stops the program from taking advantage of multiple cores. 

15.  Differentiate mutex and Spin lock. 

a spin lock is that a thread waiting to acquire a spin lock will keep trying to acquire the 

lock without sleeping. 

a mutex lock may sleep if it is unable to acquire the lock and free the virtual CPU for 

another thread to use. 
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16.  What are the advantages of using spin locks? 

The advantage of using spin locks is that they will acquire the lock as soon as it is 

released, whereas a mutex lock will need to be woken by the operating system before it 

can get the lock.  

The disadvantage is that a spin lock will spin on a virtual CPU monopolizing that 

resource. Continuing to spin for a long period of time consumes hardware resources that 

could be better used in allowing other software threads to run. 

17.  Define Semaphores. 

Semaphores are counters that can be either incremented or decremented. They can 

be used in situations where there is a finite limit to a resource and a mechanism is 

needed to impose that limit. 

Example :  mimic mutexes, wake up threads 

18.  Define Readers-Writer Locks. 

A readers-writer lock (or multiple-reader lock) allows many threads to read the 

shared data but can then lock the readers threads out to allow one thread to 

acquire a writer lock to modify the data. 

19.  Implement the Readers-Writer Lock. 

int readData( int cell1, int cell2 ) {  

acquireReaderLock( &lock );  

int result = data[cell] + data[cell2];  

releaseReaderLock( &lock );  

return result; }  

void writeData( int cell1, int cell2, int value ) {  

acquireWriterLock( &lock );  

data[cell1] += value;  

data[cell2] -= value;  

releaseWriterLock( &lock ); } 

20.  Define Barriers. 

When a number of threads have to all complete their work before any of the threads can 

start on the next task. This situation is called Barriers. Barrier arises when there is a 

dependence between different sections of code. 

Using a Barrier to Order Computation  

Compute_values_held_in_matrix();  

Barrier();  

total = Calculate_value_from_matrix(); 

A barrier can be used to ensure that all the threads complete their computation of 

the matrix before the variable total is calculated. 

21.  Explain an Atomic Operation. 

An atomic operation is one that will either successfully complete or fail; it is not 

possible for the operation to either result in a “bad” value or allow other threads 

on the system to observe a transient value 
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22.  Define deadlocks. 

when two or more threads cannot make progress because the resources that they 

need are held by the other threads. 

Example:  

when two threads need to acquire mutex locks A and B to complete some task. If 

thread 1 has already acquired lock A and thread 2 has already acquired lock B, 

then A cannot make forward progress because it is waiting for lock B, and thread 2 

cannot make progress because it is waiting for lock A. The two threads are deadlocked. 

23.  Define Livelock. 

A livelock traps threads in an unending loop releasing and acquiring locks. Livelocks can 

be caused by code to back out of deadlocks. 

24.  How to avoid deadlock in the following? 

 
To avoid deadlock, have to ensure that threads always acquire the locks in the same 

order. So if thread 2 acquired the locks in the order A and then B, it would stall while 

waiting for lock A without having first acquired lock B. This would enable thread 1 to 

acquire B and then eventually release both locks, allowing thread 2 to make progress. 

25.  What is a condition variable? 

Condition variables communicate readiness between threads by enabling a thread to be 

woken up when a condition becomes true. Without condition variables, the waiting 

thread would have to use some form of polling to check whether the condition had 

become true. 

26.  How to share memory between two processes? 

o One process will make a library call to create a shared memory region. The call will 

use a unique descriptor for that shared memory. 

o The create call returns a handle identifier that can then be used to map the shared 

memory region into the address space of the application. This mapping returns a 

pointer to the newly mapped memory.  

o This pointer is exactly like the pointer that would be returned by malloc() and can 

be used to access memory within the shared region.  

o When each process exits, it detaches from the shared memory region, and then the 

last process to exit can delete it 
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27.  Define signals and events. 

Signals are UNIX mechanisms where one process can send a signal to another process 

and have a handler in the receiving process perform some task upon the receipt of the 

message. 

The handling of keyboard presses and mouse moves are performed through the event 

mechanism. Pressing one of the buttons on the mouse will cause a click event to be sent to 

the target window 

28.  Define Message Queues. 

A message queue is a structure that can be shared between multiple processes. Messages 

can be placed into the queue and will be removed in the same order in which they were 

added. 

29.  Define Named Pipes. 

Named pipes are file-like objects that are given a specific name that can be shared 

between processes.  

UNIT-II / PART-B 

1.  What are the other approaches to Sharing Data Between Threads? 

2.  Explain the following in details 

(i) Condition Variables 

(ii) Signals and Events 

(iii) Message Queues 

(iv) Named Pipes 

3.  Explain Deadlocks and Live locks. 

4.  What are the tools used for detecting data races? 

5.  Discuss about the synchronization primitives. 

6.  Discuss about Data Races and the Scaling Limitations of Mutex Locks 

7.  Why algorithm complexity is important? 

8.  How Structure Impacts Performance? 

9.  What is the Impact of Data Structures on Performance? 

10.  Brief about Superlinear scaling. 

11.  Give an outline about scaling of library code. 

12.  Write in detail about hardware constraints applicable to improve scaling. 

 

SHARED MEMORY PROGRAMMING WITH OpenMP 

OpenMP Execution Model – Memory Model – OpenMP Directives – Work-sharing Constructs - 

Library functions – Handling Data and Functional Parallelism – Handling Loops - Performance 

Considerations. 

UNIT-III/ PART-A 

1.  What is termed as initial task region? 

An initial thread executes sequentially, as if enclosed in an implicit task region, called an 

initial task region, that is defined by the implicit parallel region surrounding the whole 

program. 
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2.  List the effect of cancel construct. 

 The cancel construct depends on its construct-type clause. If a task encounters a cancel 

construct with a task group construct-type clause, then the task activates cancellation and 

continues execution at the end of its task region, which implies completion of that task. 

3.  When will a cancellation point construct triggers? 

 Any other task in that task group that has begun executing completes execution 

unless it encounters a cancellation point construct, in which case it continues 

execution at the end of its task region, which implies its completion. Other task in 

that task group region that have not begun execution are aborted, which implies 

their completion. 

4.  Define the term thread private memory. 

The temporary view of memory allows the thread to cache variables and therby to avoid 

going to memory for every reference to a variable. Each thread also has access to another 

type of memory that must not accessed by other threads, called thread private memory. 

5.  Define Race Condition. 

When the multiple threads are attempting to access a shared resource, at least one of the 

accesses is an update, and the accesses can result in an error. 

6.  Differentiate between shared memory model and message passing mode. 

 The message-passing model all processes typically remain active throughout the execution 

of the program, whereas in the shared-memory model the number of active threads is one 

at the programs’s start and finish and may change dynamically throughout the execution 

of the program. 

 A special case of a shared memory parallel program : it is simply one with no fork/joins in 

it. Parallel shared-memory programs range from those with only a single fork/join around 

a single loop to those in which most of the code segments are executed in parallel. Hence 

the shared-memory model supports incremental parallelization, the process of 

transforming a sequential program into a parallel program one bloc of code at a time. 

 Ability of the shared-memory model to support incremental parallelization is one of its 

greatest advantages over the message-passing model. It allows you to profile the execution 

of a sequential program, sort the program blocks according to how much time they 

consume, consider each block in turn beginning with the most time-consuming, parallelize 

each block amenable to parallel execution and stop when the effort required to achieve 

further performance improvements is not warranted. 

7.  Write short notes on the shared scope of a variable. 

A variable that can be accessed by all the threads in the team has shared scope, the variables that 

have been declared before a parallel directive have shared scope among the threads in the team. 

The value of a shared variable at the beginning of the parallel block is the same as the value before 

the block and, after completion of the parallel block, the value of the variable is the value at the 

end of the block. 

8.  Write short note on private variable. 

A private variable in a task region that eventually generates an inner nested parallel region is 

permitted to be made shared by implicit tasks in the inner parallel region. A private variable in a 

task region can be shared by an explicit task region generated during its execution. 
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9.  Brief about flush-set. 

OpenMP flush operation enforces consistency between the temporary view and memory. 

The flush operation is applied to a set of variables called the flush-set. The flush operation 

restricts reordering of memory operations that an implementation might otherwise do. 

Implementations must do reorder the code for a memory operation for a given variable, 

or the code for a flush operation for the variable, with respect to a flush operation that 

refers to the same variable. 

10.  List the restrictions to section construct? 

o It is illegal to branch (goto) into or out of section blocks. 

o SECTION directives must occur within the lexical extent of an enclosing SECTIONS 

directive (no orphan SECTIONs). 

11.  What are the ICVs stored values affect loop region? 

Run-sched-var: controls the schedule that the runtime schedule clauses uses for 

loop regions. There is one copy of this ICV per data environment. 

Def-sched-var:  control the implementation defined default scheduling of loop 

regions. There is one copy of this ICV per device. 

12.  How to enable consistency between two threads temporary view and memory? 

1.The value is written to the variable by the first thread. 

2.The variable is flushed by the first thread. 

3.The variable is flushed by the second thread. 

4.The value is read from the variable by the second thread. 

13.  List the criteria for sentinel of conditional compilation. 

o The sentinel can appear in any column but must be preceded only by white 

space. 

o The sentinel must appear as a single word with no intervening white space. 

o Initial lines must have a space after the sentinel. 

o Continued lines must have an ampersand as the last non-blank character on the 

line, prior to any comment appearing on the conditionally compiled line. 

Continued lines can have an ampersand after the sentinel, who optional white 

space before and after ampersand. 

14.  What are the ICVs stored values affect program execution? 

o Stacksize-var : controls the stack size for threads that the OpenMp 

implementation creates. There is one copy of this ICV per device. 

o Wait-policy-var: controls the desired behaviour of waiting threads. There is 

one copy of this ICV per device. 

o Cancel-var: controls the desired behaviour of the cancel construct and 

cancellation points. There is one copy of the ICV for the whole program (the 

scope is global). 

o Default-device-var: controls the default target device. There is one one copy of 

this ICV per data environment. 
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15.   List the restrictions to array. 

o An array section can appear only in clauses where it is explicitly allowed. 

o An array section can only be specified for a base language identifier. 

o The type of the variable appearing in an array section must be array, pointer, 

reference to array or reference to pointer. 

o An array section cannot be used in a C++ user-defined[] operator. 

16.  List the restrictions to work-sharing construct? 

o A work-sharing construct must be enclosed dynamically within a parallel region in 

order for the directive to execute in parallel. 

o Work-sharing constructs must be encountered by all members of a team or none at all 

o Successive work-sharing constructs must be encountered in the same order by all 

members of a team 

17.  List the restrictions to parallel construct? 

o A parallel region must be a structured block that does not span multiple routines 

or code files 

o It is illegal to branch (goto) into or out of a parallel region 

o Only a single IF clause is permitted 

o Only a single NUM_THREADS clause is permitted 

o A program must not depend upon the ordering of the clauses 

18.  Brief about Pragma. 

A compiler directive in C or C++ is called a pragma. The word pragma is short for "pragmatic 

information." A pragma is a way to communicate information to the compiler. The information is 

nonessential in the sense that the compiler may ignore the information and still produce a correct 

object program. However, the information provided by the pragma can help the compiler 

optimize the program. ;, .... Like other lines that provide information to the preprocessor, a 

pragma begins with the # character. A pragma in C or C++ has this syntax: #pragma omsp 

19.  What are simple locks and nested locks? 

A simple lock can only be set once before it is unset, while a nested lock can be set 

multiple times by the same thread before it is unset.  

The type of an OpenMP simple lock is omp lock t, and the simple lock functions that we’ll 

be using are  

void omp init lock(omp lock t∗ lock p /∗ out ∗/); 

void omp set lock(omp lock t∗ lock p /∗ in/out ∗/);  

void omp unset lock(omp lock t∗ lock p /∗ in/out ∗/);  

void omp destroy lock(omp lock t∗ lock p /∗ in/out ∗/); 

20.  What is called thread-safety? 

A block of code is thread-safe if it can be simultaneously executed by multiple threads 

without causing problems 
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21.  Brief about Nestable lock routine. 

OMP_INIT_LOCK  

OMP_INIT_NEST_LOCK 

o Purpose: 

This subroutine initializes a lock associated with the lock variable. 

o Format: 

o Fortran 
o SUBROUTINE OMP_INIT_LOCK(var) 

o SUBROUTINE OMP_INIT_NEST_LOCK(var) 

o C/C++ 

o #include <omp.h> 

o void omp_init_lock(omp_lock_t *lock) 

o voidomp_init_nest_lock(omp_nest_lock_t *lock) 

o Notes & Restrictions: 

The initial state is unlocked For Fortran, var must be an integer large enough to hold an 

address, such as INTEGER*8 on 64-bit systems. 

22.  How to compile and run OpenMP programs? 

To compile this with gcc we need to include the �fopenmp option:1 

$ gcc -g -Wall  -fopenmp  -o omp hello omp_hello.c 

To run the program, we specify the number of threads on the command line. For 

example, we might run the program with four threads and type $ ./omp_hello 4 

UNIT-III / PART-B 

1.  Illustrate an OpenMP execution model with an example. 

2.  Explain briefly about Internal Control Variables and array sections in directives. 

3.  Describe briefly about parallel construct and canonical loop form in directives. 

4.  Explain the conceptual idea about work-sharing constructs. 

5.  Write short notes on general data parallelism. 

6.  Explain in detail function parallelism. 

7.  Illustrate the execution environment routine. 

8.  What are the ways of improving the performance of parallel loops? Explain in details. 

9.  Explain the various Lock routines in details. 

10.  Illustrate with diagram shared memory model of parallel computation. 

11.  Explain the structure of OpenMP memory model. 

 

 

DISTRIBUTED MEMORY PROGRAMMING WITH MPI 

MPI program execution – MPI constructs – libraries – MPI send and receive – Point-to-point 

and Collective communication – MPI derived datatypes – Performance evaluation 

UNIT-IV / PART-A 
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1.  Define the term MPI. 

Recall that in message-passing programs, a program running on one core-memory pair is 

usually called a process, and two processes can communicate by calling functions: one 

process calls a send function and the other calls a receive function. The implementation of 

message-passing that we’ll be using is called MPI, which is an abbreviation of Message-

Passing Interface. MPI is not a new programming language. It defines a library of 

functions that can be called from C, C++, and Fortran programs. 

2.  Define collective communications. 

In MPI some “global” communication functions that can involve more than two 

processes. These functions are called collective communications. In MPI parlance, 

communication functions that involve all the processes in a communicator are called 

collective communications. 

3.  Define wrapper script. 

A wrapper script is a script whose main purpose is to run some program. The wrapper 

simplifies the running of the compiler by telling it where to find the necessary header files 

and which libraries to link with the object file. 

4.  Describe the commands used for compiling  and executing a MPI program. 

Many systems use mpicc  command for compiling a mpi program. 

 Eg, $ mpicc -g -Wall -o mpi_hello mpi_hello.c  

Where mpi_hello.c is the file name. Typically, mpicc is a script that’s a wrapper for the C 

compiler. Many systems also support program startup (running) with mpiexec:  

$ mpiexec -n <number of processes> ./mpi_hello 

So to run the program with one process, we’d type 

$ mpiexec -n 1 ./mpi_hello 

and to run the program with four processes, we’d type 

$ mpiexec -n 4 ./mpi_hello 

5.  Describe MPI communicator. 

In MPI a communicator is a collection of processes that can send messages to each other. 

One of the purposes of MPI_Init is to define a communicator that consists of all of the 

processes started by the user when someone started the program. This communicator is 

called MPI_COMM_WORLD. 

6.  Define non overtaking in MPI 

MPI requires that messages be nonovertaking. This means that if process q sends two 

messages to process r, then the first message sent by q must be available to r before the 

second message. 

7.  Define single program, multiple data, or SPMD. 

A single program is written so that different processes carry out different actions, and this 

is achieved by simply having the processes branch on the basis of their process rank. This 

approach to parallel programming is called single program, multiple data, or SPMD. 
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8.  List some MPI predefined Data types. What is derived datatype? 

 MPI datatype    C datatype 

MPI_CHAR   signed char 

MPI_SHORT    signed short int 

MPI_INT    signed int 

MPI_LONG    signed long int 

MPI_LONG LONG   signed long long int 

MPI_UNSIGNED CHAR  unsigned char 

MPI_UNSIGNED SHORT  unsigned short int 

MPI_UNSIGNED   unsigned int 

MPI_UNSIGNED LONG  unsigned long int 

MPI_FLOAT    float 

MPI_DOUBLE   double 

MPI_LONG DOUBLE   long double 

MPI_BYTE 

MPI_PACKED 

Formally, a derived datatype consists of a sequence of basic MPI datatypes together with 

a displacement for each of the datatypes. 

9.  Brief Some potential pitfalls in MPI_Send and MPI_Recv. 

Note that the semantics of MPI_Recv suggests a potential pitfall in MPI programming: If a 

process tries to receive a message and there’s no matching send, then the process will 

block forever. That is, the process will hang. When we design our programs, we therefore 

need to be sure that every receive has a matching send. Perhaps even more important, we 

need to be very careful when we’re coding that there are no inadvertent mistakes in our 

calls to MPI_Send and MPI_Recv. For example, if the tags don’t match, or if the rank of 

the destination process is the same as the rank of the source process, the receive won’t 

match the send, and either a process will hang, or, perhaps worse, the receive may match 

another send. 

Similarly, if a call to MPI_Send blocks and there’s no matching receive, then the sending 

process can hang. If, on the other hand, a call to MPI_Send is buffered and there’s no 

matching receive, then the message will be lost. 

10.  Describe the steps to design a parallel program. 

1. Partition the problem solution into tasks. 

2. Identify the communication channels between the tasks. 

3. Aggregate the tasks into composite tasks. 

4. Map the composite tasks to cores. 

11.  Define argument aliasing.  

In MPI functions such as MPI_Reduce, it may be tempting to pass the same actual 

argument to both the input and output buffers. This is called argument aliasing, and MPI 

explicitly prohibits aliasing an output argument with another argument. 

12.  Define Local variables and global variables in MPI. 

Local variables are variables whose contents are significant only on the process that’s 

using them. Variables whose contents are significant to all the processes are sometimes 

called global variables. 
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13.  What is nondeterminism in MPI? 

When we run a MPI program with six processes, the order of the output lines is 

unpredictable: The reason this happens is that the MPI processes are “competing” for 

access to the shared output device, stdout, and it’s impossible to predict the order in 

which the processes’ output will be queued up. Such a competition results in 

nondeterminism. 

14.  List some Predefined Reduction Operators in MPI 

  Operation Value   Meaning 

MPI_MAX    Maximum 

MPI_MIN    Minimum 

MPI_SUM    Sum 

MPI_PROD    Product 

MPI_LAND    Logical and 

MPI_BAND    Bitwise and 

MPI_LOR    Logical or 

MPI_BOR    Bitwise or 

MPI_LXOR    Logical exclusive or 

MPI_BXOR    Bitwise exclusive or 

MPI_MAXLOC   Maximum and location of maximum 

MPI_MINLOC    Minimum and location of minimum 

15.  Collective vs. point-to-point communications 

It’s important to remember that collective communications differ in several ways 

from point-to-point communications: 

1. All the processes in the communicator must call the same collective function. 

2. The arguments passed by each process to an MPI collective communication 

must be “compatible.” 

3. The output_data_p argument is only used on dest_process. However, all of 

the processes still need to pass in an actual argument corresponding to 

output_data_p, even if it’s just NULL. 

4. Point-to-point communications are matched on the basis of tags and 

communicators. Collective communications don’t use tags, so they’re 

matched solely on the basis of the communicator and the order in which 

they’re called. 

16.  Define strongly scalable and weakly scalable. 

Programs that can maintain a constant efficiency without increasing the problem 

size are sometimes said to be strongly scalable. Programs that can maintain a 

constant efficiency if the problem size increases at the same rate as the number of 

processes are sometimes said to be weakly scalable. 

17.  What is butterfly in MPI? 

If we use a tree to compute a global sum, we might “reverse” the branches to 

distribute the global sum. Alternatively, we might have the processes exchange 

partial results instead of using one-way communications. Such a communication 

pattern is sometimes called a butterfly. 
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18.  Define Broadcast in MPI. Give Syntax for Broadcast function. 

A collective communication in which data belonging to a single process is sent to all of 

the processes in the communicator is called a broadcast. 

A broadcast function: 

int MPI_Bcast( 

void   *data_p   

int  count    

MPI_Datatype  datatype  

int  source_proc   

MPI_Comm  comm   ); 

The process with rank source_proc sends the contents of the memory referenced by 

data_p to all the processes in the communicator comm. 

19.  Describe block partition, cyclic partition and block-cyclic partition. 

If the number of components is n and we have comm_sz cores or processes, let’s assume 

that n evenly divides comm_sz and define local_n =n/comm_sz. Then we can simply 

assign blocks of local_n consecutive components to each process. This is often called a 

block partition of the vector. 

An alternative to a block partition is a cyclic partition. In a cyclic partition, we assign the 

components in a round robin fashion. 

A third alternative is a block-cyclic partition. The idea here is that instead of using a cyclic 

distribution of individual components, we use a cyclic distribution of blocks of 

components, so a block-cyclic distribution isn’t fully specified until we decide how large 

the blocks are. 

20.  Define Speedup, linear speedup and Scalability. 

The relation between the serial and the parallel run-times is the speedup. It’s just the ratio 

of the serial run-time to the parallel run-time: 

                                                             
The ideal value for S(n,p) is p. If S(n,p)= p, then our parallel program with comm_sz= p 

processes is running p times faster than the serial program. In practice, this speedup, 

sometimes called linear speedup, is rarely achieved.  

A program is scalable if the problem size can be increased at a rate so that the efficiency 

doesn’t decrease as the number of processes increase. 

UNIT-IV  / PART-B 

1.  Explain about MPI program Execution. 

2.  Explain about MPI Constructs. 

3.  Discuss on MPI Libraries. 

4.  Explain about MPI send and MPI Receive. 

5.  Explain about MPI point – to – communication. 

6.  Explain about MPI collective communication. 

7.  Discuss about MPI derived data types. 

8.  Discuss on MPI performance evaluation. 

9.  Discuss on MPI_Init, MPI_Finalize, MPI_Comm_size , MPI_Comm_rank, MPI_Reduce, 

MPI_Allreduce. 

10.  Explain about Communicators, Broadcast, Scatter, Gather,  Allgather. 
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 PARALLEL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

Case studies – n-Body solvers – Tree Search – OpenMP and MPI implementations and 

comparison. 

UNIT-V / PART-A 

1.  What is N-Body solver? 

An n-body solver is a program that finds the solution to an n-body problem by simulating 

the behavior of the particles. 

Input: mass, position, and velocity of each particle at the start of the simulation. 

Output: The position and velocity of each particle at a sequence of user-specified times or 

the position and velocity of each particle at the end of a user-specified time period. 

2.  Difference between Parallelizing the two n-body solvers using pthread and OpenMP. 

The main difference between the Pthreads and the OpenMP implementations is in the 

parallelizing the inner loops. Since Pthreads has nothing analogous to a parallel for 

directive, we must explicitly determine which values of the loop variables correspond to 

each thread’s calculations. To facilitate this a function Loop schedule which contains  

. the initial value of the loop variable,  

. the final value of the loop variable, and  

. the increment for the loop variable. 

3.  Write a pseudo code for a serial n-body solver. 

1 Get input data; 

2 for each timestep { 

3 if (timestep output) Print positions and velocities of particles; 

4 for each particle q 

5 Compute total force on q; 

6 for each particle q 

7 Compute position and velocity of q; 

8 } 

9 Print positions and velocities of particles; 

4.  What are the disadvantages of recursive depth first stage. 

It also has the disadvantage that at any given instant of time only the current tree node is 

accessible. This could be a problem when we try to parallelize tree search by dividing tree 

nodes among the threads or processes. 
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5.  Specify the similarities between Parallelizing the two n-body solvers using pthread 

and OpenMP. 

o By default local variables in Pthreads are private, so all shared variables are global 

in the Pthreads version. 

o The principal data structures in the Pthreads version are identical to those in the 

OpenMP version: vectors are two-dimensional arrays of doubles, and the mass, 

position, and velocity of a single particle are stored in a struct. The forces are 

stored in an array of vectors.  

o Startup for Pthreads is basically the same as the startup for OpenMP: the main 

thread gets the command-line arguments, and allocates and initializes the principal 

data structures. 

6.  Define the term ring pass. 

In a ring pass, we imagine the processes as being interconnected in a ring. Process 0 

communicates directly with processes 1 and comm._sz-1, process 1 communicates with 

processes 0 and 2, and so on. The communication in a ring pass takes place in phases, and 

during each phase each process sends data to its “lower-ranked” neighbor, and receives 

data from its “higher-ranked” neighbor. Thus, 0 will send to comm_sz-1 and receive from 

1. 1 will send to 0 and receive from 2, and so on. In general, process q will send to process 

. (q- 1+comm sz)%comm sz and receive from process (q+1)%comm_sz. 

 
The key to understanding the ring pass computation of the forces is to observe that the 

interparticle forces that are subtracted are computed by another task/particle, while the 

forces that are added are computed by the owning task/particle. 

7.  How  the performance of the reduced solver is much superior to the performance 

of the basic solver? 

The efficiency of the basic solver on 16 nodes is about 0.95, while the efficiency of the 

reduced solver on 16 nodes is only about 0.70. A point to stress here is that the reduced 

MPI solver makes much more efficient use of memory than the basic MPI solver the basic 

solver must provide storage for all n positions on each process, while the reduced solver 

only needs extra storage for n=comm_sz positions and n=comm_sz forces 
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8.  Write a reduced algorithm for computing n-body forces? 

for each particle q 

forces[q] = 0; 

for each particle q { 

for each particle k > q  

{ 

x _diff = pos[q][X] - pos[k][X]; 

y_diff = pos[q][Y] - pos[k][Y]; 

dist = sqrt(x diff_x diff + y diff_y diff); 

dist_cubed = dist_dist_dist; 

force qk[X] = G_masses[q]_masses[k]/dist cubed _ x_diff; 

force qk[Y] = G_masses[q]_masses[k]/dist cubed _ y_diff 

forces[q][X] += force qk[X]; 

forces[q][Y] += force qk[Y]; 

forces[k][X] -= force qk[X]; 

forces[k][Y] -= force qk[Y]; 

} 

} 

9.  How can we use OpenMP to map tasks/particles to cores in the basic version of our 

n-body solver? 

the pseudocode for the serial program: 

for each timestep  

{ 

 if (timestep output) Print positions and velocities of particles; 

for each particle q 

Compute total force on q; 

for each particle q 

Compute position and velocity of q; 

} 

The two inner loops are both iterating over particles. So, in principle, parallelizing 

the two inner for loops will map tasks/particles to cores, and we might try something 

like this: 

for each timestep  

{ 

 if (timestep output) Print positions and velocities of 

particles; 

# pragma omp parallel for 

for each particle q 

Compute total force on q; 

# pragma omp parallel for 

for each particle q 

Compute position and velocity of q; 

} 
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10.  Define Graph. 

A graph is a collection of vertices and edges or line segments joining pairs of vertices.  

In a directed graph or digraph, the edges are oriented—one end of each edge is the tail, 

and the other is the head. A graph or digraph is labeled if the vertices and/or edges have 

labels.  

11.  Write the pseudocode for the MPI version of the basic n-body solver? 

Get input data; 

2 for each timestep { 

3 if (timestep output) 

4 Print positions and velocities of particles; 

5 for each local particle loc q 

6 Compute total force on loc q; 

7 for each local particle loc q  

8 Compute position and velocity of loc q; 

9 Allgather local positions into global pos array; 

10 } 

11 Print positions and velocities of particles; 

12.  Write the pseudocode for the MPI implementation of the reduced n-body solver. 

1 source = (my_rank + 1) % comm _sz; 

2 dest = (my_rank - 1 + comm_sz) % comm_sz; 

3 Copy_loc_pos_into_tmp pos; 

4 loc_forces = tmp_forces = 0; 

5 

6 Compute forces due to interactions among local particles; 

7 for (phase = 1; phase < comm sz; phase++) { 

8 Send current tmp_pos and tmp_forces to dest; 

9 Receive new tmp_pos and tmp_forces from source; 

10 /_ Owner of the positions and forces we’re receiving _/ 

11 owner = (my_rank + phase) % comm_sz; 

12 Compute forces due to interactions among my particles 

13 and owner’s particles; 

14 } 

 15 Send current tmp_pos and tmp_forces to dest; 

16 Receive new tmp_pos and tmp_forces from source; 
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13.  Write the pseudocode for a recursive solution to TSP using depth-first search? 

void Depth first search(tour t tour) { 

city t city; 

if (City count(tour) == n)  

{ 

 if (Best tour(tour)) 

Update best tour(tour); 

} 

else  

{ 

 for each neighboring city 

 if (Feasible(tour, city)) { 

 Add city(tour, city); 

 Depth first search(tour); 

 Remove last city(tour, city); 

}}}  /_ Depth first search _/ 

14.  What are the two phases for computation of forces? 

In the first phase, each thread carries out exactly the same calculations it carried out in the 

erroneous parallelization. 

in the second phase, the thread that has been assigned particle q will add the 

contributions that have been computed by the different threads. 

15.  What are the different data structures can be adopted in a process? 

the following choices with respect to the data structures:  

Each process stores the entire global array of particle masses.  

Each process only uses a single n-element array for the positions.  

Each process uses a pointer loc_pos that refers to the start of its block of pos. 
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16.  Write the pseudo code for an implementation of a depth-first solution to TSP without 

using recursion? 

for (city = n-1; city >= 1; city--) 

Push(stack, city); 

while (!Empty(stack)) { 

city = Pop(stack); 

if (city == NO CITY) // End of child list, back up 

Remove last city(curr tour);} 

else { 

Add city(curr tour, city); 

 if (City count(curr tour) == n) { 

if (Best tour(curr tour)) { 

Update best tour(curr tour); 

Remove last city(curr tour); 

} else { 

Push(stack, NO CITY); 

for (nbr = n-1; nbr >= 1; nbr--) 

if (Feasible(curr tour, nbr)) 

 Push(stack, nbr); 

} 

}/_ if Feasible _/ 

} /_ while !Empty _/ 

17.  How the function Push_copy is used in TSP? 

It is necessary to push onto the stack to create a copy of the tour before actually pushing it 

on to the stack using the function Push _copy.  The extra memory is required to allocating 

storage for a new tour and copying the existing tour is time-consuming. Reduce the costs 

by saving freed tours in our own data structure, and when a freed tour is available we can 

use it in the Push _copy function instead of calling malloc. 

18.  What are the data structures used for the serial implementations 

The data structures are the tour, the digraph, and, in the iterative implementations, the 

stack. The tour and the stack are essentially list structures. For tour instead of array 

structure with three members: the array storing the cities, the number of cities, and the 

cost of the partial tour. 

When the digraph are represented using List. 
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19.  What are the global variables for Recursive depth first search? 

n: the total number of cities in the problem .  

digraph: a data structure representing the input digraph .  

hometown: a data structure representing vertex or city 0, the salesperson’s hometown . 

best tour: a data structure representing the best tour so far. 

20.  What are the algorithms for identifying which subtrees we assign to the 

processes or threads? 

 depth-first search 

 breadth-first search 

21.  Define the term POSIX or PThreads. 

Pthreads are libraries of type definitions, functions, and macros that can be used in 

C programs. POSIX is a standard for Unix-like operating systems—for example, 

Linux and Mac OS X. It specifies a variety of facilities that should be available in 

such systems. In particular, it specifies an application programming interface (API) 

for multithreaded programming. Pthreads is not a programming language (such as 

C or Java). Rather, like MPI, Pthreads specifies a library that can be linked with C 

programs. Unlike MPI, the Pthreads API is only available on POSIX systems—

Linux, Mac OS X, Solaris, HPUX, and so on. 

22.  What are the reason for parameter threads_in_cond_wait used in Tree search? 

there are also two cases to consider:  

o threads _in_cond_wait < thread_count, it tells us how many threads are waiting  

o threads_in_cond_wait == thread count,all the treads are out of work, and its 

time to quit. 

UNIT-V / PART-B 

1.  Describe briefly about basic and reduced solver using OpenMP. 

2.  Explain in details basic and reduced solver using MPL. 

3.  Discuss in detail about evaluating the OpenMP codes. 

4.  Describe about parallelizing solver using pthreads. 

5.  Explain in detail about recursive depth first search with example. 

6.  Explain in detail about Nonrecursive depth first search with example. 

7.  Describe about parallelizing tree search using pthreads. 

8.  Discuss in detail about performance of MPL Solvers. 

9.  Explain briefly about tree search using MPL with static and dynamic partitioning. 

10.  Describe about parallelizing tree search using OpenMP. 

11.  Describe about 2 serial problem. 
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